The Story of Diamonte

by: Sachie, Meguni, and Noriyuki

Our hero Satoshi must rescue pretty Princess
Kasumi who was taken by the dangerous Devil to
Mt. Diamonte. Satoshi left the village of Eden
right away and went into the forest. There, he
met many headhunters, because the forest was their territory.
Many of them attacked from all round Satoshi but he was very
smart and finally he won.

After that, Satoshi left the forest and continued on to Mt.
Diamonte. Near a beautiful waterfall, Satoshi fell into the
river. He went down the river and went over the waterfall. He
was saved by a kind headhunter. The headhunter’s name was
Kojiro. Satoshi and Kojiro became friends and decided to go
to Mt. Diamonte together. Satoshi lost his horse, so Kojiro
gave Satoshi a black horse to ride to Mt. Diamonte. The black horse was too
fast.
In the rain forest they saw something shining. Satoshi picked it up.
It was a special key. A big snake came out. Kojiro knew that the
snake was scared of fire. Finally, Satoshi and Kojiro ate the snake for dinner.
It tasted good. So, they felt better.
Then, they climbed to the top of the temple at Mt.
Diamonte. Kasumi was in a jail. They use the key
to free Kasumi and ran back to Eden. Afterwards,
near the waterfall, they happened to meet the Devil. Satoshi cut off the Devils
head with his sword. Satoshi kicked the devil’s body into the deep
river and it went down the river and over the waterfall. Kojiro kept
the head to bring back to his village. The people of Kojiro’s village
were pleased that Kojiro had gotten a head.
Kojiro met an elf and they ran away together.
Satoshi and Kasumi got married. They all lived
happily ever after. The End.

T he Story of a Chess Game
by Ayano and Shota

(Daniel and Nobunaga are rivals in chess. The princess is Daniel’s girlfriend.)
One day, the princess is brought by Nobunaga to Mt.
Diamonte. And, there is a letter in her room. The letter says, “I
want to play the final chess game. If you don’t come, then the
princess will become my bride. Hey! Are you going to run
away?”
Daniel decides to help the princess. Daniel leaves for
Nobunaga’s castle on Mt. Diamonte. He rides a horse.
Later, he comes to the Cavern of Slytherin. He thinks, if I
cross the Cavern of Slytherin on my horse, maybe this bridge
will break. So, he gets down from his horse,
and he crosses the Cavern of Slytherin by
himself. Then the bridge breaks. But he holds on to the bridge’s
rope. He climbs up it. At last, he climbs to the top and he
continues on his journey.
He is walking when a wild horse appears in front of him. Daniel jumps on
the horse. Then the horse gets very angry and the horse gets violent with him on
the back. But, Daniel is a good horse rider. So, he can ride the horse well. He
goes to Mt. Diamonte on the horse.
Night comes. And, he doesn’t have any food. So, he is hungry. However,
he finds some strange fruit. He eats it and he falls asleep. The next morning
his stomach hurts. “What is the cause of this stomach ache?” he wonders. He
thinks that it is the fruit that he ate last night. He can only move a little so he
rests for a long time.
Daniel finds some strawberries. And he picks some strawberries. He
takes them with him. Later, there is a time warp that appears above him. He is
sucked up by the time warp, and when he wakes up he is at Mt. Diamonte.
Nobunaga appears in front of Daniel, and they start the chess
game. There are no chances for attack and they play the chess game
for a long time. They eat the strawberries which Daniel picked. The
chess game is very long. At last, the chess game had finished. Daniel
wins. And Daniel can help the princess. Nobunaga disappears in
front of Daniel. But Daniel doesn’t notice that Nobunaga disappears. Daniel
and the princess go back to their castle.
When they arrive at the castle, Daniel proposes to the
princess. Daniel is praised by the king and marries the
princess. At the wedding ceremony, they see Nobunaga. At
last, Daniel’s journey ends and Daniel and the princess live
happily ever after.

Lord of the Diamonte
By Erina and Sakura
Our hero Jeff had to save the cute queen,
Kathryn. Jeff loved the queen and she had been
caught by a giant elephant from Mt. Diamonte.

There was a big hole. Jeff couldn’t get over it. He made
a bridge with a long tree. He crossed the
hole.
Jeff’s horse, King, had a headache, and was hungry. So, Jeff
made good soup. King ate the soup and slept. King felt
better.
There was a snake as big as Jeff. The snake wanted to kick Jeff hard,
but he couldn’t, because he didn’t have legs. He was very sad. Jeff
punched the snake. The snake died.
There were two tigers on the road. Jeff fought the
tigers, but the tigers were very strong. Jeff was about
to lose. At that moment, Jeff’s friend, Gorugo, came. He helped
Jeff. Gorugo was strong. Together they beat the tigers. Jeff said
thank you and good-bye to Gorugo.
Jeff went to Mt. Diamonte.
Jeff saw the elephant. The elephant was dancing. The elephant
fought Jeff. They played rock-paper-scissors. The elephant
could only use rock, so Jeff used paper and won. He saved
Kathryn. They were very happy.
They got married.
The End.

